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1. If A, B, C are any three events then the theoretical expression for both 'A and If but not 'C'
occurs 18

(A) AnBnC¥ AnBnC

(B) AuBnC"

(D) AnBuC

2. The definition of empirical probability was originally given by

(A) Pascal ~ Von-Mises

(C) Feller (D) De Moivre

3. A letter of the English alphabet is chosen at random. The probability that the letter so
chose.n follows the letter m and is a vowel is'

(A) 3/26

.,jill!" 2/26-

" . (B) 5/26

(D) 4/26

4. With usual notations, if P(AuB);0.7, P(AnB);,4 and peAl B);2/3, then P(B);

~ 2/5 (B) 3/5

. (C) . 4/5 . (D) 1/5

5. If BcA, then peAl-PCB);

(A) P(AnB)

¥ P(AnB)

(B) P(AuB)

(D) P(AnB)

6.

7..

. 1. . 1
Let A, and A" be e.vents in a sample S such that P(A);-; PCB) and peA' nB');-. Then2 . . 3
P(AuB');

..;Jff' 5/6 (B) 3/4

(e) 1/3 (D) 2/3

If in 8 : 5' against the wife who is 40 years old living till she in 70 and 4 : 3 against her
husband now 50 living till he in 80. Which of the following is the probability that at least one
will be alive?

(A) 20/91

" 59/91

3

(B) 24/91

(D) . 15/91
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{
I 5 - } 4P - <X <-IX> 1 =-
2, 2 7

{I 5.} 2P -<X <-IX>1 =-
2 ,2 7

(B)

(D){I 5'} 3P -<X<-IX>1 =-
2 2 7

(C)

IfP()
{
-=-. x=I.2.3.4.5 h 'p{1 X 51X I}'x = 15 t en -< <- > =
O h. 2 2. , ot erWlse

/ p{i<X<%IX>1 }=~

8.

9. If X" X, .... are i.i.d B(r.p) and Sn=X, +X2 + ...+Xn, then E(S•.)=nrp. V(S,,)= nrpq. Then

h'd' 'b' f Sn-E(Sn) . 't e Istn utlOn 0 IliI""0\ IS
"V(Sn)

(A) N (P. a)

(C) N(O, a')

(B) N(p.a2
)

~ N(O,I)

, . 10. For any r'eal constants a and b with a,s;band F(x) the probability distribution function of
random variable X. the following is true

q. P(a,s;X ,s;b)=F(b)-F(a) (B) P(a,s;X ,s;b)=F(a)-F(bf

(C) P(a,s;X,s;b)=F(a) (D) P(a,s;X ,s;b)=F(b)

00

11. Let At> A2 •••• be independent events on (S. B. P) and A = limA" .If LP(An)=co. Then
11=1

(A) P(A)=O

(C) P(A)=-1

# P(A)=l

(D) P(A)=co

12. Let X and Y have joint probability density function f(x,y)=2. O<x<y<1. The conditional
mean ofX given Y is

y'
(A) .

2
(B)

(D)

y3

2

1
2'
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13. The recurrence relation for cumulants of binomial distribution is

.. ~ K dK,
. \Vf) '.1 =pq dp (B)

14. If X follows a binomial distribution with parameters n =8 and P=~ then p(1 X -41 ~2) =. . 2

~i19
128

(C)

(C)

K dK,
,.1=pq dq

117
128

(D)

(B)

(D)

d2K
K'.l = pq--;['f

q.

118
128

116
128

•
15. If X - B (16, ~), then its value of ~ode is

(A) 8

~4
. (B) 6

(D) 2

16. If X and Yare independent Poisson variates such that P(X =1)=P(X =2) and

P(Y = 2)= P(Y =3). The variance of (X - 2Y) is

(A) 11

(C) 13

(B) 12

~14.

17. If X - B (3, ~) and Y - B (5, ~). then theMGF of the random variable Z =X +Y is

(C) (
2 1 )8M,(t)= -+-e'
3 2 .

5

(B) M,(t)=(~~~e'J

~ M,(t)=(~+~e')"

STPG/19
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18. For Binomial distributio~ n; 10 and p; 0.6, E(X2
) is

(A) 30

(C) 8

(B) 38

..jIf 38.4

19. The MGF of the random variable with the probability law p(X; x) ; qX-I p; x; 1,2,3... is

~
pe'

. ,
(B) M (t); qe .Mx(t);--, x 1 et1-q' -p

(C) M (t)- p (D) e'
Mx(t);--

x - (l-qt' . 1-q"

Both (A)and (B)(D)X;0.5

If a beta variate X - B, (m, n)'where m; 1 and n> 1 the mode lies at the point

~X;O(A)

(C)

20.

21. If X - N (5, 1), the probability density function for the normal variate X is
\

(A)
'(X-I)'1 -----e 2 5

5,[2;
(B)

'(X_I)'1 -----e 2 5,[2;

(C)

22. If X has a Uniform distribution in (0,1), the distribution of (pdf)- 2log X is

(A)
1 _L $ 1 _L

--e 2 O<y<oo -e 2,0<y<OO
2 ' 2

1 L , 1 L
(C) --e2O<y<oo (D) -e2,O<y<oo

2 ' 2

23. If X - X(2) , then its skewness and kurtosis is

(A) /3,; 8, /32; 15 ..,jJIIf'"/3,; 4, /32;'9

(C) /3,; 2, /32; 6 (D) /3,; 3, /32; 12

STPG/19 6



24.' The Joint probability density function of two-dimensional random variable (X, Y) IS gIven

'! {2, 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < x h h . I d . f X .by (x, y) = . t en t e margma ensIty 0 IS
0, otherwIse

(A) !x(x)= 2x, O<x<y.

(B) !x(x) = 2x, 0 < x < co

.¥ !x(x)=2x,0<x<1

(D) !x(x) = 2x, 0 < y < x

25. The Skewness (/31) and Kurtosis (/32) of Normal distribution are

(A) /31= 3 and /32 ~ 0

.$ /31 =0 and /32 =3

(B) /31 = 0 and /32 = ~3

(D). /31 = -3 and /32 = 0

26. The Mean and Variance of geometric distribution are

(A)
2

P and f!-
q q

(C) 3... and 3...
P P

(D) P and P
q q

,
27. In 256 sets of twelvetosses of a fair coin, in how many cases may one expect eight heads and

Four.tails?

(A) 25

(Cl' 21

(B) 29

~31

.28. The family of parametric distributions, for which the mean and variance does not exist.
CA) Normal distribution
(B) Negative Binomial distribution

¥ Cauchy distribution
(D) Polya's distribution

29. Which of the followingis a symmetrical distribution?

" .~

'" t
(C) X2

7

(B) F

(D) Beta

STPG/19
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30. Let Xl' x2, ••. xnbe a random sample of n observations from Poisson population with
parameter A. The minimum variance bound estimator of kis

n n

(A) LXi (B) Lx2
i

j",1 i=1

$' x (D) 1
x

\

31. If Tl is the ~ost efficient estimators with variance VI and T2 is any other estimator with
variance V2 then the efficiencyof Tz is given by

(A)

(C)

32. An estimator is said tobe sufficient fo.ra parameter, if ..

(A) it contains parameters .

(B) the mathematical expectation of the estimator is equal to the parameter

(C) the variance of the estimator is less~

¥ it contains all the information in the sample regarding the parameters

33. Let Xl> X2"."Xn be a random sample from a Bernoulli population pX(l_ p)"-x. A sufficient
statistics for p is

$' n nLXi (B) I1Xi
;=1 ;=1

. (C) Max (Xl' x2 ••• xn) (D) Min(xl, x, ... xn)

34. Let Xl' x2,.,xn be a random sample from a population with p.d.f. [(X,(J) = (JX"-l, O.<x<l,"
(J >O.The sufficient estimator for (J is

(A)

;=1

STPG/19 8
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35. A uniformly most powerful test among the class of unbiased test is termed as:
(A) .Minimax test

(B) Minimax unbiased test

. ~ .Uniformly most-powerful unbiased test
(D) Optimum biased test

36. The concept of asymptotic relative efficiencywas given by

(A) Jean Gibbons ~ E.J.G. Pitman
(C) A.M.Mood (D) F. Wilcoxon

37. Ho : 11 = 110 is an example for

(A) Simple Hypothesis
(C) Alternate Hypothesis

38. . Level of significance is the probability of

~ Type I error .
.(C) Not committing error

.$ Composite Hypothesis
(D) Direct Hypothesis

(B) Type II error

(D). Any of (B) and (C)

I

39. . In 1933,the theory of testing of Hypothesis was propounded by
(A) R.A.Fisher (B) J. Neymann
(C) . E.L. Lehman' .J}IIf' Karl Pearson

40. Ordinary sign test utilises
(A) Poisson distribution

¥ Binomial distribution
(C) Gamma distribution
(D) Weibull distribution

41. The other name of emprical distribution function is
(A) Parent distribution function

(B) Pareto distribution function
.,.JiIt' Sample distribution function

(D) Continuous distribution function

9 STPGi19
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,

42. Let p be the probability that a coin will fall head in a single toss in order to test H 0 : p =.!.. 2
3Vs H,,: p = 4' The coin is tossed 5 times and Ho is rejected if more than 3 heads are

obtained. Then the probability of type I error is

(C)

3
16

1
4 .

(B)

(D)

5
16

6
16

43. If x ~ 1 is the critical region for testing Ho: () = 2.,JS () = 1, on the basis of the. single

observation from the population, f(x, a.)= () e,er(o s:x < a). The value of a is

(A)
1
e

(B) e2

(D) e

44. .The value of the power function at a parameter point is called the ----- at that point.

(A) Size of the test

(C) Type II error

(B) Power'efficiency

~ Power of the test

45. ,The Neyman-Pearson lemma provides the best critical region for testing ----- null
hypothesis against ..---- alternative hypothesis.

~ simple, simple (B) simple, composite

(C) composite, composite (D) composite, simple

46. The relation between correlation co-efficientand regression co-efficients is

(A)

(C)

STPG/19
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47. If the two lines of regression are coincident, the relation between the two regresslOn
co-efficientis

(A)

(C)
flyx = flxv

flyx S flxy

..IJIIf' flyx . fl xv = 1

(D) Ax = -flxv

48. The assumption that the variable of the residuals about the predicted dependent variable
scores should be the same.for all predicted scores reflects which assumption?

(A) singularity. ~homoscedasticity

(C) .multicollinearity (D) homogeneity

49. Given the followingdata

X = 7.6,Y = 14.8,<Tx= 3.6, (Jy = 2.5 and r = 0.99 the expected value of Ywhen X = 12 is

(A) 17.22

.~ 17.79

(B) 18.22

(D) 18.79

,
.50. The arithmetic mean of two regression co-efficientsof a regression line is 0.7 and correlation

co-efficientis 0.75. Are the results:

(A) valid

(e) inconclusive

~ni;alid

(D) conclusive

51. The residual variancesof X and Yare zero (ie, S; = S; = 0) then the value of the correlation

coefficient 'r' is

(A)

(C)
o
+1

(B) -1

$:!:l

52. If X = 5, Y = 4, byx = 0.8, bry = 0.55 and r = ~, then the ~egression equation of Yon X is

(A) y = 0.23x +1.05

...!jIf' y = 0.8x.

11

(B) y = -0.65x + 63.96

(D) y = 0.6x

STPG/19
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53. The ratio estimate of Y, the population total of Yi' is

(A) YR =y.x.X (B) , x
"' YR =-=.X

Y

~
' Y (D) YR = (Y -x).XYR=-=.X

X

54. The ratio estimate YR has a smaller variance than the estimate Y = Ny if~ ' ;

(A)

(C)

p<H~ )/(~)
p=H~ )x(~)

./ p~H~)/(~)
(D) p=H~ )/(~)

55.'MOS&PI stands for"

(A) Ministry of Statistics and Planning Implementation

(B) Ministry of Sociologyand Planning Implementation

~ Ministry of Statistics and Programme Imple~entation

(D) Ministry of Scientific and Planning Implementation

56. What sampling design is most appropriate for cluster sampling?

./ simple random sampling without replacement

(B) simple random sampling with replace'."ent .

(C) stratified randGmsampling

(D) quota sampling

57. Systematic sampling means

(A) Selecting of n units contiguous units

~ Selection of n units situ~ted at equal distances

(C) Selection of n largest units

(D) Selection of n middle units in a sequence

STPG/19 12



58. If interaction AB is confounded in a 23 factorial experiment, the entries of two blocks in a
replicate will be

"'" BL l:b, ac, bc, a
BL2:(I), ab, c, abc

(B) BL 1:(1),ab, a, b
BL 2:abc, c, bc, ac

(C) Bl.1:(I), ab, ac, bc
BL2:abc, a, b, c

(D) BL 1: abc, bc, ac, c
BL 2:ab, a, b, (1)

59. The most powerful-test consists in minimising ---- or maxlmlsmg ---- for fixed

$ type II error P , power 1- p, a
(B) type I error a, 1~a, p
(C) type II error p, 1- a, p
(D) type II error p , a, p

60. In LSD, var(a,) =

;JIlf" (M-l)a2 (B) (M -1) 2

M2 , M a,

(C) M 2 (D) (:~IJ a;
.a

(m -1) ,

61. Which of the following is the expectation of blocks mean sum of squares in RBD?

(A)

(C)
(B)

$

62. The treatments are applied at random to relatively homogeneous units with in each strata or
block. Then the design is a -

(A) Completely Randomised Design

~ Randomised Block Design _

(C) Latin.Square Design
(D) Youden Square Design

13 STPG/19
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63. A BlBD is said to be symmetric if

./ b=v and rpk (B) b = v and r", k

(C)

Not-comparable(D)Equal

More

Error sum of squares in RBD as compared to CRDusing the same material is

.$Less(A)

(C)

64..

65. If k effects are confounded in a 2" factorial to have 2k blocks of size 2"-k units, the number

of automatically confounded effect is

$" 2k-k-1.

(A) 2k -k (B) k2 -k-1

(D) 2k-1

66. The pairwise contrasts among the three treatment is

(A) 2T1 + T2 - 3T3

'J1/' T3-T1

(B) T, + T2 - 2T3

(D) T1 + T3 :.. 2T2

.'

67. For any three events A, Band C P(A uBI C)is equal to

.J' P(AIC) + P(BIC) - P(A nBIC)

(B) P(AIC) + P(BIC) + P(A nBIC)

(C) P(A1C) - P(BIC) - P(A nBIC)

(D) P(AIC) - P(BIC) +P(A nBIC)

;

68. The degrees of freedom for F-ratio in a 6 x 6 Latin square. design is

(A) (5,15) $(5, 20)

(C) (6, 15) (D) (6,20)

STPGI19 14



69. Suppose the price of a commodity is RS.20 in 2010 and RS.30 in 2015. From 2010 to 2015, the
price of commodity is increased by

J 50% (B) . 66.7%

(C) 100% (D) 60%

70. Basically, sampling inspection plan provides

¥ adequate protection to producer and consumer very economically

(B) ~dequate protection to prbducer only'

(C) . adequate protection to consumer only

(D) adequate protection to consumer and no protection to consumer

71. An appropriate control chart for number of defectives is

(A) p - chart

(C) c - chart

(B) u - chart

$ d-chart

72. 3 - 0" trial control limits with p' as mean number of defectives based on a sample of size

n are

(A)

(C)

(D)

VCL = n[5+~np(l ~ p); CL = [5 and LCL = n[5- ~n[5(l- [5)

VCL = n[5+ 3~np(1- 15); CL = n[5 and LCL = n[5- 3~n[5(I- [5)

VCL=[5+3~np(1-p); CL=15 andLCL=[5-3~np(1-p)

VeL = n[5+!..~np(l- p); CL = 15 and LCL = n15-LJnp(l- p)3 . 3

73. If fJ and 0" are the process mean and standard deviation, then the control limits fJ:t 30" are

known as

(A) modified control limits

~ natural control limits .

(C) specified control limits

(D) unspecified controllimits

I
15 STPGI19
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74. The farmula far calculating cast af living index by family budget methad is

(A) LPV x 100 (B) LP,qo x 100
LV L~%

LPV
LV

(D)

75. The farces like flaads, earthquakes, famines are classified under the campanents

(A) Trend

..y Irregular variatians

(B) Seasanal variatians

(D) Cyclicalvariatians

76. Maving average methad af fitting trend in a time seri.esdata remaves the effect af

(A) lang - term mavements ~shar~ - term mavements

(C) cyclicalvariatian (D) irregular variatian

Darbish - Bawley'sPrice Index

Kelley's Price Index

(B)

(C)
(D)

. Th~ametric mea~ afLaspyre's and Paasche's price indices is also.knawn as

"iIJfIr Fisher's Price Index

Marshall- Edgewarth Price Index

77.

78. In ecanamics and business the index numbers are classified into.----- types.

(A) Twa

$ Faur

(B) Three

(D) Five

79. Quarterly fluctuatians abserved in a time series represent -----variatian.

(A) cyclic

¥ seasanal

. (B) irregular

(D) trend

80. What type af index number can help the gavernment to.farmulate its price palicies and to.
take appropriate'ec~namic measures tocantral prices

(A) Whale sale price index

(C) Price index

- (B) Quantity index

/cansumer price index

STPG/19 16



81. The method used for measurGlg seasonal variations are

(A) Method of moving averages

(B) Method of semi averages.

'VI'f' Ratio-to moving average method'

(D) Method ofleast squ~re

82. Among the followingvarious methods which method is sUItable for measuring trend values

(A) Free hand method

(C) Simple average method

(B) Moving average method

~ Both CA)and (B)

83. Number of periods included in a group for moving averages depend on ----- in a time
.series data

" Period of oscillation (B) Seasonal fluctuations.

(C) Cyclicfluctuations (D) Curvilinear trend

84. Adjustments practices while editing the time series data for analysis in

(A) Quality variation ~ Price variation

(C) Locality variation (D) Quality, price, and locality

(A) Random

~Equal

85. Geometric mean gives ----- weight to equal ratio of changes

(B) Proportional

(D) Unequal

86. The condition for the factor reversal test to be satisfied with usual notation is

(D)

(A) Po, x~o = 1 (B) Pal x Qo, = 1

n Q _ 'f.p,q,
r a' x 01 "•.•Po q,

87. What function is used to test the missing observation in data frame?

I
(A) Missing.na()

(C) is.nan( )

(B) . na.missing( )

$ is.na()_

17 STPG/19
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88. ----- text editor provides more general support mechanisms via ESS for working
interactively with 'R'

(A) Shell
";'Emacs

89. What would the followingcodeprint?

>X < - C ('.la" "b',' lie")" ,
> as. logical (X)

~NANANA
(C) abc

(B) EAC

(D) Util states

(B) W X Y Z
(D) 123

'.

90. Attributes of an object (if any) can be accused using the -----function
..(JI!". attributes() (B) .obj:attributes()

(C) attributes.obj() (D) obj.stats()

91. Which of the followingwill start the R program?
~ $R . (B) R

(C) .* R (D) @ R

92. Given the parabolic trend equation in Y= 25+ lOX+ 3X2 based on year to year data and
1980 as origin; the equation of the parabola with 1984 as origin will be'

..;;If Y= 113 + 34X + 3X2

(B) Y = 115 + 20X: + 2X2

(C) Y = 112 + 15X +X2

(D) Y = 30 + lOX + 4X2

93. Th:;rimary 'R' system is available from the

""" CRAN . (B)
(C) GNU (D)

GRWO

ASCII

94. R 70rts with function.
"If( procedural programming

...
(C) interpreted language programming

(B) object-oriented programming
(D) assembly programming

STPG/19 18



95. Which is the feature of inserting cells by dragging numbers in MS Excel?

~ Auto fill (B) Auto count
(C). . Auto cell (D) Auto text

96. Let the regression equations of Y on X and X on Yare Y = a X +/3 and X = BY +<5
respectively. Then the ratio of the variances of X and Y is

~ Bla (B) .lBla

(C) ..l a I B (D) a I B

97. For Cauchy population

(A) The sample mean is an unbiased and consistent estimator of the population mean. ..
(B) The sample mean is biased and consistent estimator of the population mean

'JIl!'f The sample median is an unbiased and consistent estimator of the population mean

(D) The median is unbiased and not consistent estimator of the population mean

98. Let tn be an estimator based on a sample Xl' x2",xn of the parameter B. Then tn is a
consistent estimator of B if

(A).,f p(tn -B>B) =0 'if00

limP[1 tn-BI>E)=O'ifoO
n~ro

(B)
(D)

P~tn-BI <E) = 0

limP[tn -B>EJ = 6 'if £: >0
n~ro

~. .

99. In Cramer-Rao inequality, the information limit to the variance of the estimator t is given by

(A)

(C)

~ lIE(a~:L)2
(D) E(a2~o:L).

- .

(
r2 2)

exp 1'++ .(A)

For a log normal distribution the rth moment about origin is

(B) exp (.ur + r2;2)
100.

I
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101. If A cB, the probability, P(AI B) is equal to

(A) Zero

(C) P(B)I P(A) .

(B) One

..p( ~(A)IP(B)

102. If an event B has occurred and it is known that P(B)=l, the conditional probability
P(A 1B) is equal to

VJlf' P(A)
(C) One,

(B) P(B)

(D) Zero

103. From a pack of 52 cards four cards are drawn at random, which of the following is the
probability that two bl<J,ckand two red are drawn

(A) 52Cz x 52Cz ~. 26Cz x 26Cz .
52~ 52~ .

(C) 26C--'
52C,

(D) 13Cz x 26Cz
52C,

104. If four cards are drawn at random from a pack of 52 cards, then the chance of getting two
kings and two queens is

(A) 4Cz +4Cz .IJl/f' 4Cz x 4Cz
52C, 52C,

(C) 13Cz x 13Cz (D) 13C,
52C, 52C,

105. Flip a coin and then independently cast a die. What is the probability of observing heads on
the coin and a 2 or 3 on a die?

(A) 1/3

(C) 1/4

(B) 2/3

.JIlI1' 1/6

106. - -If X and Y two independent variables and their expected values are X and Y respectively,
then which of the following is true

$ E{(X -X)(Y -Y)}=O

(C) E{(X -X)(Y -Y)}=-1

STPG/19 20
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107. With usual notations, if P(AvB) =7/10 P(AnB)=2/5 and peAl B) =2/3, then P(A)=

(A) peA) =0:65

~ P(A)=0.50

(B) P(A)=0.55

(D) peA) =0.60

108. One ticket is selected at random from 100 tickets )"lumbered from 0, 1, 2,....99. If X 'and Y

de.note the sum and product of the digit, on the tickets then P(X =9/Y =0)=

(A) 3/19

(C) 4/19

..,r 2/19
(D) 5/19

109. If A and B are two independent events such that P(A)=.!:.' and P(B)=.!:. then P(A/ AvB) =, 2 5

..;It( 5/6 (B) 3/5

(C) 1/2 (D) 0

,
110. A two-dimensional random variable (X, Y) have a bivariate distribution given by

x2+y
P(X =x;Y =y)=---s2; x=O, 1,2, 3; y=O,l then the sum of their marginal.distributions of

X is

(A) 1/32

(C) 3/32

(B) 9/32

..;JiI!' 1

111. If the probability density function of the random variable X is

(x) = {(1- p)'-l ,p
0,

if x = 1, 2, ..... 00

otherwise

The expected value ofX is

(A) p

(C) q

- ..IlIf 1-
p

(D) 1-
q
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112. IfVa.r(X +Y) =3, Va.r(X - Y) =1 E(X) =1 and E(Y) =2, then the value of E(XY) is

(B) 1
2

(C) 3
2

(D) 1

113. 1 1If f(x)=-'--z ' -<X)<X<<X) then .E(X) =
J( I+x '.

(A) E(X)=;r

(C) E(X)=I

(B) E(X)=~
I+x

$ E(X) does not exist

114. Given E(X +C)=8 and E(X - C)=12, then the value of C is

.(,Iff" -2 (B) 4

(C) -4 (D)2

115. Let 'X be a random variable with the following probability' distribution

116. The probability distribution of two random variable X and Y is given by

P(X =0,Y =I)=.!., P(X =1,Y =I)=.!., P(X =1,Y =-I)=.!. . Then the conditional probability of3 . 3 3
P(X=lIY=I)

(A) 1 . (B) 0-
4

(C) 1
~~

-
3
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117.. The skewness in a binomial distribution will be zero if

(A)

(C)

1p<-
2

1p>-
2

(D)

1p=-
2

p<q

118.' For n > 4 and n <30, the t-distribution curve with regard to peakedness is

(A) . Mesokurtic (B) Pia tykurtic

$' Leptokurtic (D) Bimodal

119. ~f XI - X(2nl) and X-X2 then the pdf of Z =(X,! X2) IS (Assume X, and X2 are2 .. (n2)

independent)

(A) (~ n2) (B) /3,(~, n2)/3, 2' 2

./ /32(i, n;) (D) /32(nl, n2)

(B)

120. The characteristics function of Cauchy distribution is

"'" qlx (t) = e -I t I

121. Let g(X) be non-neg~tive function of a random variable X . Then for every K > 0

-
(A)

(C)

P[g(X) = K] ~ E[g(X)]
K

-
P[g(X):>: K]:>: E[g(X)]. K

(B) P[g(X) ~ K] ~ E[g(X)]
K

~. P[g(X) ~ K]:>: E[g(X)]
. K

122. If the moments of variate X are defined by E(X2)=0.6, r = 1,2, 3,.... The value of P(X = 0) is

(A) 0.2

" 0.4

(B) 0.3

(D) 0.6
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123. The Moment' Generating function of a rectangular distribution with parameters 'a' and 'b'
is

(B)

(C)

(D)

\

124. The jir'obability that the fifth head is observed on the 10th independent flip of a coin is:

(A)

(C)

33
512

53
512

(B) 43
512

.~. ./63
I!#rJI' Em

125. The Moment generating function of the random variable X. whose pdf. IS given by

f(X)={e-
x

,. x>o . The M(X) is
0, . otherwise

¥ (l-tt'

(C) (l-t).

(B) (l-tt2'

(D) (1- t)2

126. A rv X has a Poisson distribution with a Mean of 3. The probability that X is bounded by
1 and 3 is, p(I"; X ,.;3) is '

127. If X - B(5, p) and If p(X = 1)= 0.4096 and p(X = 2) = 0.2048 then the value of' p' is

(A)

(C)

STPG/19
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128. rro is the estimator of the parameter B, then 0 is called unbiased if

(A)

(C)
(B) E(O) < B

..JIlIf' E (0) = B

129. Mean squared Error of an estimator Tn of r(B) is minimum only if

(A) Bias and Varo(Tn) both are zero

(B) Bias is zero and Varo(Tn) is minimum

" Bias is minimum and Varo(Tn) is zero

(D) Both bias and variance is minimum

130. If an estimator Tn of a population parameter B converges in probability to 'B' as n tends to
"", then Tn is said to be ----estimator.

(A) Unbiased

~ Consistent

(B) Sufficient
(D) Efficient

. 131. Let {Tn} be a sequence of estimators for allB E 0. Then Tn is a consistent estimator of y(B) ,

iff

..J/ Eo(Tn) ---> y(B) , varo(Tn) ---> 0 as n ---> ""

(B) Eo (Tn) ---> y(B) as n ---> ""

(C) varo[TnJ ---> 1 as n ---> ""

(D) varo[Tnl---> Eo(Tn) as n ---> ""

132. Identify the name ofthe theorem stated below Vo, (T) ;" SUPh

(A) Cramer Rao Inequality

(B) Lehman - Scheffe theorem

(C) Rao - Blackwell theorem
~ Chapman - Robbins Inequality

25

{q>(Bo+h)-q>(Bo)}2

E [{PO' + h(X) 1}]2
0, Po, (X)
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133. Suppose that there are 500 Accounts in a population, a s~mple 50 of them gives a sample
total as 5000. What would be your estimate for the population total?

~ 50,00() . (B) 5,000

(C). 2,50,000 (D) 5,00,000

134. For a random sample from a Poisson population P(.<.) , the maximum likelihood estimate of
.<. is

(A) Median'

(C) Geometric Mean

(B) Mode

~Mean

.135. The method of minimum variance approach is based on

VtJI!f" Unbiasedness and Minimum variance

(B) Unbiasedness and Consistency

(C) Consistency and Minimum variance

(D) Consistency and Sufficiency

136. Mean square error of estimator obtained by the method of minimum Chi-square'is

..IJIf'" Less than ML Estimator

(B) Equal to ML Estimators

(C) More than ML Estimators'

(D) l\1ore than or equal to ML Estimators

137. A random sample of
S.D. of 3.6 kg. The
Given: (t15.0~1) = 2.951

~(l54.66; "49.345)

(C) (55.28; 48.72)

16 male students has an average body. weight of 52 kg and a
99% central confidence limits for body weight is

(B) .(52.66; 51.34)

(D) (56.72; 50.45)

138.' The hypothesis is true but the test rejects if means

(A) Correct decision "Type I error

(C) . Type II error (D) Wrong decision
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139. ---- provides a most powerful test of simple null hypothesis against a simple
alternative hypothesis

(A) Lik.elihoodRatio test
(B) Chapman Robbins Inequality

~ Neymann Pearson lemma

(D) Factorization theorem

140. The maximum likelihood estimate is

(A)

(B)

~
(D)

minimum of.a in the parameter space

maximum of a not necessarily in the parameter space

maximum of a. in the parameter space

minimum of a not necessarily in the parameter space

141. If Lo is the likelihood function of the sample observations under H0 and LI is the likelihood
function of the sa.mpleobservations under HI' the probability of type II error is given by.

$ p= fL,dx (B) p= f L,dx
w w

(C) p= fLodx (D) P = f Lo'#
wL, w.

142. To test a hypothesis involving proportions np and n(1- p) should

(A) be atleast 30

. -..IJIIf' be greater than 5
(C) let In the range of 0 to 1
(D) be greater than 50

143. Sign test is related to testing of-----or -----of the sample.
(A) mean, mode (B) mode, median

~ mean, median (D) mean, S.D.

.. 144. Which of these non-parametric tests is equivalent to the paired-t-test in parametric tests?

"""" Sign t~st . (B) Median test
(C) Kruskal Walli's test (D) Run test
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145. If each value of X is multiplied by 10and of Yby 20, bxy' the regression co-efficients by coded
values is

~ half of bxy(A)

(C)
s~me as bxy

. four times oCbxy (D) thir:ty times of bxy

maximize

. . . . .
mInImIze or nlaXlffilze(B)

(D)

The method 6f least squares finds. the best fit line that the error between observed and
estimated points on the line are
(A) approaches to infinity

~ minimize

146.

147. If generated value of tolerance is equals to 1 it is an indication of
(A) low multicollinearity

../JiIf'" perfect multicollinearity
(C) no multicollinearity
(D) high multicollinearity

148. Angle between the two lines of regression is given as

(A) tan8=r[ ax ay ] (B) tan8~r2[ ax' ay, ]
~+~ ~2+~2

three
zero(B)

(D)two(C)

If R2 is zero, that is no multicollinearity, the variance inflation factor (VIF) will be

~ one

149.

150. A regression model of the following form was developed y =Po+P,X, +P2X; +P3X; +"
Which of the following best describes the form of this period?

..IJI{" 3,d order polynomial model
(B) Tri -slope regression model
(C) . 3,d level regression model

(D) Quadratic model
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151. For two variables X and Y the eqmitions.of the regression lines are 9y - x - 288= 0 and.

x - 4y +38= 0 . The correlation coefficientbetweenX and Y is

(B)

(D)

1

9

1
36

152. If the population consists of a linear trend Yi' i = 1,2,...,k, then

(A) var(y,,) = var(Y,y,)= var(Yn)R .

(B) var(y,,);, var(y,y,);' var(Yn)R

¥ var(Y,,):S;var(y,y,):S;var(Yn)R

153. A population is perfectly homogenous in respect of a characteristic. What size of sample
wouldyou prefer?

./' single ite~ (B) whole item

(C) a small sample (D) a large sample

154. In systematic sampling, if N '" nk, then the unbiased estimateof);n is

(A)

(C) (D)

155. -----used a regression ofleaf area on leaf weight to estimate the average area of the
leaves on a plant.

(A) Olkin

qwatson

29

(B) Keyfitz'

(D) Yates
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156. Which one problem out of the four is not related to stratified sampling?

(A) fixing the criterion for stratification

(B) fixing the number of strata

~ fixing the sample size

(D) fixing the points of demarcation between strata

157. In-which of the methods the entire population is divided into a number of homogeneous

groups

¥ stratified random sampling

(B) simple random sampling

(C) cluster sampling

(D) two stage sampling

158. What can you say about the efficiencyof the multistage sampling, compared to single stage

sampling? .

~ less efficient

(C) equal efficient

(B) more efficient

(D) no efficient

159. In simple random sampling from a population of 'N units, the probability of drawing any

unit at the first draw is

(A) N (B)
1

.IN

(D) 'N!

160. The method of confounding is a device to reduce the size of

(A) replications

$ blocks
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161. The degrees of freedom for Error in CRD is

(A)

(C)

n -,1

n-4

(B) v-I

,. n-v

162. A Latin square design controls

~ two way variation

(C) multi way variation

(B) three way variation

(D) one way variation

163. If the entries in rows of a Latin square are same as its columns, the Latin square is called

(A)

(C)
Conjugate

Symmetric

(B) Orthogonal

"Self conjugate

164. Let (xnl be a sequence ofrandom variables and Il" 11" ... l1n be their respective expectations

and En = v( tXi) < 00 then P \i Xn - 'unI<~}2:1- '7 for all n > no provided.

(A) 1. Elm-f ~ constant.
n~oo n

(C) lim E~~ 1
. n~oo n

(D) 1. En Xlm-, ~ n
n-too n

165. Write the sum of squares due to Error for CRD

"
(A) S.S.E= "L(Yij)' =(y,)' =SE'

j=l

i j

~ S.S.E = "L"L(Yij - y,)' = SE'
i j

(D) S.S.E = "L"L(Yi - y)' = SE'
i j
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166. The cubic effect among five treatments can be estimated by the contrast

" -Tj +2T2-,2T, +T5 (B) 2~"-T2 - 2T3 -T, + 2T5

~ -~+3~-~+~ ~~-~-~_~

167. When there isno defective in the lot, the operating characteristic function for p = 0 is

(A) L(O) = 0 .~ L(O) = 1

(C) L(O) = 00 (D) L(O) = :tl

168. .The sum of independent gamma variate is a

(A) Beta variate

VJJI!" Gamma variate

(C) Normal variate

(D) Cauchy variate

169. A sequential sampling plan is

(A) an infinite process

.JJlff" a process in which sampling terminates with probability one

(C) the process requiring much more sampling units than a fixed size sample

(D) a process in which sampling terminates with probability .5

170. A single sampling plan is a lot sentencing procedure in which one sample of _
units is selected at random from the lot.

(A) n -1 (B) n

¥N (D) n
N

171. When a lot contains all defectives, the OC function for p = 1 is

.JIll" L(p) = 0

(C). L(p) = 00
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172. In statistical quality control the symbol 'a' refers

(A) Acceptable Quality Level
(C) Consumer's risk

(B) .RejectableQuality Level

.~Producer's risk

173. The six sigma quality level means

(A) 3.4 defects per one lakh opportunities

(B) 3.0 defects per one thousand opportunities
(C) 3.4 parts per million defects

~ 3.4 defects per one million opportunities

174. The chart which is used to show the quality averages of the samples drawn from a given
process is known as .

.. (A) R chart

(C) Pchart

(B) (J" chart

'" X chart

175. The various types of trends are divided under ----- heads.

(A) Three

'JJlff'" Two

(B) Five
(D) Four

17G. Given the equation Y = 54 + ;.6X with 1981 as origin and X = ~ year and Y units in terms
2

of annual production, the monthly trend equation is

../Y=4.5+0.5X (B) Y=5.0+0.7X

(C). Y = 5.2 + 0.9X (D) Y = 4.8 + 0.3X

177... A time series consists of data arranged in
(A) Geographically

(C) Qualitatively

"178. The unweighted price index formula is

~hronolOgiCally .
(D) Quantitatively

33

(B)

(D) .

Po, = LP, x 100
Lq,

POI = LP, x 100
Lqo
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179. When the prices of rice are to be compared we co~ute .

(A) quantity index. ...;IlfJ price index

(C) constant volume index (D) value index

180. Marshall and Edgeworth price index utilises the weights as

~ combined quantities of base and given year •

(B) quantities of base year

(C) quantities of given year

(D) combined price of base and given year

•

JI

L
181. Most preferred value of homogeneity error 'R' with reference to index number in .

(A) 1 . ~o' .
(C) (D) -1

182. The adjustment factor,used to deflate the gr:ossnational product is known as

....;,JIf' Deflator index numbers (B) , Cost of living index

(C) Consumer index (D) Recast, index number

183. Trend in a time series means

~ Long-term regular movement

(B) Short-term regular movement

(C) Both (A)and (B)

(D) Neither (A) nor (B)

184.

185.

Simple average method is used to ealculate ./

(A) Trend values oJJI/f Seasonal indices

(C) Cyclicvariations (D) .Irregular variations .

Wheat .crop badly damaged on account of rain in

(A) Cyclic comp;:Uent ~ Random coU:ponent

(C) Secular trend (D) Seasonal component
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186.

187.

Link relatives in a time series remove the influence of

..;/ the trend (B) cyclic variation

(C) irregular variation (D) seasonal variation

For the function f < - function (X) {

g < - function (Y) {

y+z

}

Z <-4

X +g(X)

}

If you execute: > Z <-10

> f(4) ,

~ 12

.(B) 7

(C) 4

(D) 16

what is the output?

188. In a Poisson distribution with unit mean, the mean deviation about mean is

..Y ~x standard deviation

(A) 2 x standard deviation (B) ~ x standard deviation
e

(D) .!. x standard deviation
e

189. A key property of vectors in R is that

(A) A vector cannot have attributes like dimensions

(B) Elements of a vector can be different classes

(C) Elements of a vector can only be character or numeric

$ Elements of a vector all must be of the same class
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190. The erroESemerging out of faulty planning of surveys are categorised as

(A) Sampling errors ~Non-Sampling errors

(C) Non-response errors (D) Absolute errors

191. Match the following _

(a) . Group control charts

(b) Warning limits on X control chart

1. are called as modified control limits

2. number of sub groups from different

sources are combined in single simplified

chart

(c) Reject limits 3. V shaped mask is used for detecting a

change quickly

(d) Cusum chart 4..

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) 4 3 2 1

\JII'f 2 4 1 3

(C) 2 1 3 4

(D) 4 2 1 3

:t 20' and :t 30'

192. If for 20 sub groups, 'L.R; 9.90 and d2 ;'3.7, then the process capability is

(A) 7.4 ../0.84

(C) 6 . (D) 0.14

.,

1 '. fJ
/1, >--

. rn ~ I-a(B)

193. In aBPRT, the criterion for acceptance of the lot with usual notations is

~A.';' "L~. I-a

(C)
1- fJA. <--rn- a

(D) 1- fJA. >--rn- a
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194. The function in 'R' for finding the correlation coefficient between X and Y is

(A) Corr (X, Y) (B) Cor 2 P cor (X, Y)

(C) P cor 2 cor (X, Y) VI"f Cor (X, Y)

195. Who developed R?

(A) Dennis Ritchie

(C) Bjarne Stroustrup

~Joh~ chambers

(D) James Gosling

196. To find the arithmetic mean oflist of values in MS-Excel, the function ----- is used

..JtJf/'" average ( ) (B) mean( )

(C) daverage ( ) (D) Xbar ( )

197. For a set of data given an interval, the frequency of observations with in the interval is given
by

(A) COUNT (value 1, value 2,....)

~ = FREQUENCY (Range of DATA,Range of BINS)

(C) FREQUENCY (Range of BINS, Range of Data)

(D) FDIST (Range of Data, Range of BINS)

198. In MS Excel, what type of chart is useful for comparing values over categories?

(A) Pie chart (B) Dot graph

" Bar chart or column chart (D). Line chart

199. Which function is used to calculate remainder in MS Excel?
(A) INT ()

.JjI'I'" MOD ( )

(B) FACT ()

(D) DIV ()

200. The cell reference for cell range of A2 to M12 is

(A)

(C)
A2! M 12

A2; M 12
(B)
$

37

A 2. M 12

A 2: M 12
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